
Figuring in the Figure



Because design, alone, doesn’t hold weight,/” Ben Berman writes 
in his remarkable second collection of poems, “we need concrete 

material—the image/ of a bridge over the sound of water.” In 
Figuring in the Figure, Berman explores the nature of form in its 
deepest most complex sense, how it sustains and protects us, how 
it allows us a kind of freedom within its restraints, but how “even 
stable/ structures that are well designed and built/ with integrity 
are susceptible/ to fractures.” His luminous details evoke a world 
of mutable forms and shapes that suggest the fragility of our lives. 
In poem a�er poem, he demonstrates his mastery of terza rima, 
moving in, out and around the form with his playful diction and 
subtle music. �e book culminates with a moving, realistic yet 
lyrical sequence of poems about the birth of his daughter. �is is 
a quietly beautiful book that deserves attention and recognition.

—Je� Friedman, author of Pretenders

F iguring in the Figure is a self-portrait of a man becoming a father. 
Ben Berman writes inside a modi�ed terza rima that makes a 

virtue out of clarity and discernment. �e in�uence here of Frost is 
hardly fashionable, but certainly sincere and Berman returns us to 
Frost’s virtues: these poems make points and have a point of view. 
Like Frost, Berman is unsparing in his introspection. He o�ers us an 
ongoing philosophy: when faced with the pain and contradiction of 
everyday life, “to delay judgment and contemplate . . . incompatible 
thoughts.”

—Rodger Kamenetz, author of �e Jew in the Lotus



Ben Berman’s nimble terza rima is the perfect vehicle for the 
poems of Figuring in the Figure. Both expansive and structured, 

the interwoven stanzas allow him to form and reform probing 
questions of identity without ever forsaking a deep musicality. �ere 
are tremendous powers of observation on display here. We watch the 
speaker ponder mouse droppings, hit the wall in a marathon, describe 
the great molasses �ood of 1919, diaper a doll in a birthing class, then 
try to manage his “tiny fascist” of a toddler who wouldn’t stop until 
“every bookshelf toppled/ like a/ failed coup.” His observations are 
enriched with various kinds of humor—aphorisms, riddles, word 
plays, and puns. �is book is wise and wonderful.

—Beth Ann Fennelly, Poet Laureate of Mississippi, 
author of Unmentionables

 
 

Ben Berman’s �ne, clever poems are never merely clever. �eir 
frisky formal play is �nally and importantly about the �nding 

of forms that might adequately contain our feelings. As his title, 
Figuring in the Figure, suggests, Berman is fond of double meanings; 
indeed, he is in love with all the twists and turns of language, as 
well as all the structures that display the pleasures of thinking. If 
invention is his inclination, order is his learned yet sly companion, 
“a partner,” he writes, “the type/ that coyly invites chaos to dance.”

—Lawrence Raab, author of Mistaking Each Other for Ghosts
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For my parents,  
who somehow o�ered me both roots and wings
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�e artist must value himself as he snatches a thing �om some 
previous order in time and space into a new order with not so 
much as a ligature clinging to it of the old place where it was 
organic.
 

— Robert Frost (from “�e Figure a Poem Makes”)
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Wrestling with Angles
 
I used to think corners were the least edgy
things around—show me the tightest of lines
converging and I’d see the frame of a cage.
 
And those �gures haunting the suburbs—trimmed lawns,
�le folders, tennis nets with their rows
of right angles and their upright columns—
 
lacked any meaningful depth. I wanted raw
forms—the tangled coils of intestines,
say, being scavenged by ravenous crows,
 
or winding rivers and those untrusting
steps sideways on jagged, uneven rocks.
But a body can only stand so much twisting
 
and turning—a back twinges, a knee locks,
and soon we think of mountains as scenic
landscapes to display on our desktops,
 
learn that even orderly and secure
shapes are mere facades—think of an EKG,
that �at line on a rectangular screen.
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�e Underside

My friend tells me how his wife cheated—
well, not cheated, but sent racy photos
of herself to other men—how she created

some online pro�le with a phony
name, Lady Falcon, and how he stumbled
upon this one day when he used her phone

to order pizza. �ey’d been so stable,
he tells me, maybe they needed this breach
to save their marriage from growing stale.

In front of us a hawk is perched on a branch,
calmly pecking at a squirrel’s entrails.
We’re sitting side-by-side on the bench

but see di�erent things through the tangled
crosscutting of limbs in front of us. My friend
mentions that he’ll hide some of the details

from his analyst because the man can �nd
subtext even when they chat about sports,
which makes me feel bad about my own feigned

attention, how my mind spirals and spurts
like a squirrel getting chased up a tree,
then scrambles to piece together the excerpts—
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it’s just that I’m tired of the puppetry . . .
my friend says  . . . some childhood desire . . .
he adds  . . . while residing on my property . . .
 
But what an impotent word—reside—
no wonder why his wife sent all those nude
pictures to random men. On the underside
 
of the branch, now, directly under
the hawk is another squirrel, his �oppy
tail pointed sti�. �is must be duende,
 
I think, ready to spring at the slightest �ap
of a wing. How should I have reacted?
my friend asks, as the squirrel �xes to �ip.
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Origin Story

�e sky couldn’t have been more glorious—
pinks and purples above the dark ocean—
but my sights were set on all the girls

who weren’t talking to me as I sipped my can
of stale, lukewarm beer, worried that the �at
taste on my tongue would forever contain

me, that I was destined to always �irt
with the idea of �irting. My eyes stung
from all the smoke that had begun to �oat

my way and though it was su�ocating
to sit by that �re, taunted by the dance
of those �ames, I soon found myself staring

at a lone ember and the radiance
of its self-possessed glow, how it burned
without some burning need for audience.

Still, it wasn’t until the cute blonde
beside me placed her hand on my thigh and warned
me not to stare too long lest I go blind

that I realized the allure of wonder,
the quiet power of turning inward.
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Droppings
 
It might be the crumbled ash �om a match,
I tell myself, or toasted seed �om a loaf
of multigrain bread. But my stomach
 
seems to already know that there is life
behind the walls—something about the pinched
ends. No di�erent, say, than the slightest li�
 
in my wife’s voice—that imperfect pitch—
that tells me she’s upset long before she tells
me she’s upset. And it’s always when speech
 
and language are barely a tail’s
length apart that we dwell on those gaps
and what’s behind them—each tiny trail
 
leading to something just out of our grasp.
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After the Epiphany

In the movie, a streak of lightning transformed
the sand into delicate glass �gurines—
as though all it takes is a thunderstorm,

as though all that intricate �ligree
adorning the glass was the mere result
of some sudden �ash. But real fulgurites,

it turns out, look more like mangled roots—
opaque and grainy—about as glamorous
as their name. Not to praise the realists

who see the light but speak only of glares,
wander through this world without wonder,
but how o�en we see things as clear as glass

then crash, like birds, into some window.


